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BARUCH,S BLIND PROFESSORS.

by Esmond Scott

JOE
DEMPSEY:·
Statistics

EDWIN
EAMES:
Sociology and
Anthropology

'

Joe Dempsey was born in New Yo�k on
Doctor Edwin Eames is a 51 year old
.June 27, 1939. Although he js now\into
anthropologist who was born in New
the forty second :round of his life, hJ has
York City. In 1970 he joined the faculty
managed to maintain a very youthful
of Baruch College. after years of service
looll:._ A new instructor to the college� Dr.
at Temple University in Philadelphia..
Dempsey is wel liked· by the students he
He still lives in Philadelphia, his home
has in his Statistjcs classes.
for the last twenty-five years, ,,and
In 1961, Dr. Dempsey got. his
commutes to New York to tea�h-�ori ,·
Bachelors degree in Mathematics from
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes
Fordham University and in 1963 he
day-returning on Wednesday evening.
received his Masters· from Purdue
to the Keystone State.
University in Indiana. · His doctorate
Deputy eJhajnn�n of. the Socifilogy unthe.ught of t;hat ene could he made an was acquired in 19:79.
and fµlllhropel@gy Ii>epar-tment ever assistant prnfessor without -his. ll!htil.'. At
L>r,. Dempsey entered the working
since he came te this scl'iool; Professor Temple this barrier was .broken and Ed world and this was to account partly for
Eames has had an outstanding academic Eames was made assistant -professor in the big gap in his academic life. Directly
caFeer. In 1951 he graduated cum laude 1961. In 1965 he finished his Disserta after finishing Graduate school, he
from City College and went straight to tion and was promoted to Assocjate.Pro- worked for almost two years as a
Cornell where he"did t_w o years of grad , fessor. In 1970 he joined the Baruch Computer Scientist at John Hopkins
uate work. During 1953 to 1955 he did faculty in this capacity, still, as an asso Applied Physics Laboratory. Next he
field work for his doctoral dissertation. ciate professor and was promoted to pr.o worked at the computer center of the
Catholic University in Washington D.C.
By 1956.he had finished all the formal fessor in 1974.·
He enjoys research and has done much for little over a year. It was theq that he
ities surrounding his field work. But in
work
especially
among
Indians
at
home
decided to �cquire the. penultimate
stead of finishing his doctorate, Dr.
Eames took a full time joh &t Temple in India and as ,immigra.I).ts all over the degree. He went to.school part time and
University as an instructor. In the. world. In recent.Anthropology, the post wor:�ed part time for a while.. After
fifties going into the sixties, it .was
continued on p. 12 finishing his course work and ·

preliminary exaprinations, he got a full
b

�f�<:e ����:;;�

��:��: Di�!:Us

three years.
"In May 1971," he brooded, "I began
to lose my eyesight and in the ne:X:t
month R.C.A. announced that they were
going out of the computer l:!usiness." In
December they sold out to Univac where
J9e Dempsey stayed for little less than a
year. With his vision fastly blurring, he
went back to school in an effort to
hurriedly finish his dissertation.
"'Fhe main Q.ifficulty facing me.when I
decided to return to school was learning

continued on p. 12

NEW HOME FOR· BARUCH· By: Emile Gomez

In the next few months, students will be
forced to attend classes in a building
that is six blocks from the center of
campus.
According to the Baruch Irregular, a
publication -originating from the office of
the President, plans are now being
devised to move many departments and
classes to 18th Street and Park Avenue
South, six- blocks from the · heart of
school.
Specifically, the plan calls for the
removal of all Baruch personnel from
31-5 Pai:k Avenue South. This area, the
home of the School of Education and of
the . Departments· of Public Admiiii,
stliation, Black and Hispanic Studies,
Education, and Heaith Care, has just
lost_ its lease.
Under the proposed system, many
offices on campus will be expanded and

others will be moved altogether. T_hose
offices being moved will be housed at
225 Park Avenue South. According to

sources, the school has leased at least
the ninth and sixteenth floors of 225
PAS.

Preliminary steps require the
departments of Psychology, Speech,
Education, Black and Hi�panic Studies,
Political Science, Philosophy; and
Mathematics to move to 225. Four
Secretarial Science labs and a Business
Education lab will. also settle there. As
for the space on existing campus
buildings after the m_o ve, plans
postl)late the enlargement of the 24th
Street libraries, the expansion of the
remaining departments in the buildings,
and the opening of several student
lounges.
At the present, there is no timetable
set with regards, to when the occupants
Jf 315 PAS will vacate. According to a
!)rofessor of Public Administration, the
ichool will stay at 315 until the
·enovation work at 225-is complete. This
reporter, upon observation of Baruch's
new home at 225, saw no renovation
work being done.
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EDITORIAL

Meeting the Challenge_

Editorial Reply

There is no written rule that says that a college newspape� has to look and read like a
college newspaper, ana· there ·are no documented byl)iws· which mandate that
student publications be dull,·drab and uninspiring.
Too often, student publications· limit their scope··by' trying to serve the besb
interest of the college commtruity from within the college community, when in
reality the whole world is a campus.
T-he members of the Reporter staff rea·li�e this all·too well and are gearing up to
meet the new challenge. We are branching out apd expanding our horizons.in order
to provide you with provocative and pertinent articles of interest to enhance your
quest for an education.
As evening students, since there are no services render.ed for our enjoyment after
a certain hour, we will have to entertain ourseives in a different way. Since there are
limited· facilities open in the evening to serve us, we must cultivate
· and nourish our
1
own forms of activities.
We are forming a cadre of studerit professionals who have a singlemindedness of
purpose in mind, and that is to put out the-best newspa�er that the;y possibly can.
We are opening our doors so that anyone can be part of our team. We welcome
suggestions.as well as criticism .. but moreover.we welcoine·talented individuals who
·enjoy committing their time-and energies to worthwhile projects.
If you think you fit the mold stop by. and see us, if not, :then look'tis over an,d drop
·
us a line concerning our progress.
,
Whatever your field of interest, we have a job to accomodate you, all we ask is that
upon accepting the challenge, you be prepared to meet it head on. ! .
..
Phillip McConnell
·pieces of literature ha.ve' only demon
·strated that there are unscrupulous ele
ments within our midst who are fickle,
frivolous and foolish. The allegations are
Two splendid pieces of literature which all false but wh¢n i was a child i was just
as narrow-minded, bigoted and self
are aptly termed "Authoritative voice(s)
for Baruch('s) community", have been willed and would have written matter of
presented to us over·the last weeks. We that kind in an effort to incite the
should be most thankful that literature of un'know i n g t o op e n rebellio n and
this kind which has our interest at heart defiance. Although we grew up "East of
are being offered to us. It is a disgrace Eden," let us retrace our histories, what
that all students on campus have not ever they might be, and eat of the Apple
realized that "the Baruch College admin of Wisdom.
Dean Wilson did not pass the anti
istration cares very little for the rights of
students." All students should know g.rug, alcohol and gambling notices. In
regulations
governing student conduct
that:
(1) "Dean Wilson passed the a �ti disseminated by college authorities ·
drug/alcohol and gambling notices. pursuant to Article XV, section 15.1 of
He accuses minority students of the Bylaws of the Trustees of C.U.N.Y.
m.ore indulgeilce than students "the use or sale of unlawful drugs on
campus" is .an offense. The "use· of
from th:e white population."
( 2 ) Dean Wilson implemented I.D. alcohol on campus at other than duly
authorized functions" is an offense. "The
card system."
( 3 ) · L'ogos in the 23r-d St. elevators Penal Law of New York State prqhibits
loitering in a public place for the purpose
suck."
( 4) We are cattle to be herded in and of gambling with cards, dice, or other
out of the educational institution." gambling paraphernalia."
( 5 ) We have become a bastion of con
Dean Wilson did not implement the
servatism."
I.D.. card system. In an effort to
"College dictatorship should be eijmi minimize and combat crime within
nated.'.'.
Baruch, it was discussed by Vice Presi
"Rebellion is needed."
dent Green and Director of Security
"Anarchy is wanted."
Dillon tpat maybe an I.D, card system
Resorting to a cliche, The greatest would be ideal. Dean Wilson intervened,
· thing is to know. And, in the words of as should any dea� of students, and
Henry Shaw, the trouble with people is invited clubs to a hearing on the subject.
not that they' do not know but that they · Minority groups- comprise most clubs
know so much that is not so. That is the and a great part of our school popula
problem within this community. The two
tion. He did not charge_ minority

Students' Rights
Being Violated?

I just want to extend my compliments to you for a job well-done on the most recent
edition-of The.Reporter (October 12). Your efforts at reorganizing the content and
format of the paper and attracting a capable staff are already bearing fruit.
In the paper, I noted a skillful' blend of articles appealing to evening students'
academic, social, and esthetic interests. There was timely information about the
College and about ESSA and other stuq.ent organizations and events. I especially
enjoyed Emile Gomez' article on his quest for Ed Koch, Daniel Garrett's piece on the
poetry and personality of Sheila Desert, Esmond Scott's tribut to Bob Marley,
Daniel Garrett's intelligent 'review of "Carbon Copy", Flora DanieJ's·timely news
pieces about the world outside the College, and your overall organization and
editorial qalance. I might be inclined to quibble on some points raised in the
editorials, but on the whole I found the issue to be timely, tasteful, and directly
per.tinent to evening stud�nts' needs and interests.
I think you have gathered about you the nucleus of an excellent s.taff who will be
able to carry forward the tradition of hard work and cre�tivity you have exemplified
as editor of The Reporter.
My congratulations to you and to your staff-keep up the good wor,k!
Robert T: Georgia, Ph.D.,
Director, Evening &
Graduate Student
Services

students of indulgence. What he did was been largely influenced by society b!! it a
merely to remind us· minority students Communist, Democratic or a plain ,
that because· of oui' ethnicity, we are Anarchist system. Rebellion? Society
often prime suspects whenever an has had its hand in the. form!ltion and
offense is committed. The LE>. card success of any rebellion. Were he alive,
system is not mandatory. I did not see the dialectical-materialist Marx w0ulcl.
this as an effective system incidentally. confirm this.
Alcohol, drugs and gambling have
When I spoke with some fre'shmen
recently, none were of the opinion that their time and place. if we are within an
institution
and ther.e are certain rules
they "were made to feel as if they were
entering a crime laden, derelict popu and regulations that· have been esta
lated neighborhood." In fact, most Jeft blished, if it does not threaten to take
with th� opinion which the Dean had our lives or hamper 0ur functions as
gotten across to most but, now human beings, then, save the rebellion. I
realizably, few. Safety in Baruch is a • have my share of alcohol and I can do
pr.oblem. There have been attempted without it for the time that I am in
rapes, reported thefts ana the presence school; not because I do not want a
of a mysterious library thief wto just bigger paunch, but that abstaining from
about everybody in this college has had drinking for eight hours never hurts.
the privilege to see.including . our When I was a kid my mother taught me
efficient guards. If Dean Wilson's that I should never · throw tantrums to
message could be summed up, he was get anything nor to have things my way.
telling the freshmen to "be aware of Didn't yours?
I might not be burning with the fii:es
your surroundings."
I do not see myself as belonging to a .of radicalism but remember, there is a
"herd" nor being a "dog;" that ·symbol mature way of achieving ones ends. N0w
of fidelity. Bµt, having ventured down that those of us who hide behind the
"the road of-purity" on occasions, I have facade of being "authoritative" voices
come to realize that everything in life are being helped to leave their state of
has its place within society. Granted we oblivion, we hope that there will be m0re
do have our rights and freedom. We constructive criticism-not one repre
have the right to jump and bend but do sentative of a . conformist, but, well
we do this to avoid the turnstile when sounded viewpoints. I am not saying
going to the trains?
that things will assume such dire
Society has decreed what is right, proportions in Baruch but for those of us
where, when and how. But however hard who delight in Christopher Marlowe, be
we ·rebel against ·society we cannot it Adam or ZereP, remember he died in a
escape certain social facts. Even how we tavern brawl.
ESMOND SCO'FT.
wear our watches and how·we talk have
NEWS EDITOR.
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New President of
Baruch College Fund
Aaron �hapi:o, a partner in Shapiro, Taxon & Kopell, New York certified public
accountmg firm, was elected president of the Baruch College Fund on Oct. 29 and
former New York City Mayor Abraham D. Beame was one of eight alumni elected
to the Fund's board of trustees. The elections took place in the East 24th Street
building of Baruch College, a senior college of the City University of New York.
Mr. Shapiro, a resident of Lawrence, L.I., was vice president of the Fund
previously. He succeeds Charles Feit, a consultant to Weight Watchers
International, Inc., as president.
Office.rs elected fo serve with Mr. Shapiro were Bert W. Wasserman, Office of
the Pr�sident and chief financial officer of Warner Communications Inc., vice
president; Burton �ossoff, president of Burton Packaging Co., Inc., secretary;
and Morton Kaner, partner in the law firm of Novi.ck & Kaner, treasurer.
Trustees elected along with Mr. Beame were:
• Hal H. Beretz, president, Phibro Corporation.
• Victor Besso, senior vice president, Intsel Corporation.
• James W. Flanders, Jr., president of the Baruch College Alumni
Association; professional sales representative, Laboratories Division, Pfizer, Inc.
• George Goldberg, president, GGX Associates, Inc.
• Bernard Richards, president, Alpha Portland Industries, Inc.
• Joseph E. Sales, president, Selas Consultants, Inc.
• Seymour D. Simpson, president, Shopwell, Inc.
Mr. Shapiro, the Fund's new president, is a member of the board of trustees of
the League of New York Theatres, vice president of the board of trustees of
Woodmere Academy, and a member of the advisory council of Mount Sinai
Hospital. He is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and a member and former tax column editor of the New York State
Society of Certified Public Accountants.
A 1949 alumnus of Baruch College and a 1955 graduate of Brooklyn Law
School, Mr. Shapiro has taught law and taxation at Fairleigh Dickinson
University nad has lectured on theatrical accounting and on management and
law at Baruch College.

FALL 1981
BLOOD DRIVE
TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 10, _
1981
10:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
in
Room 114 of the
24th Street Building
Co-sponsored by
CIRCLE Kand
HELPLINE
REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE SERVED
TO ALL DONORS
PLEASE GIVE
SO OTHERS
MAY LIVE!
Sincerely,
Frederick Kress
President-Circle K

......-:,1

Aaron Shapiro, newly elected president
of The Baruch Colleqe Fund

The :8aruch College Fund serves to "generate,. encourage, and promote the
educational_ welfare of the students in relation with each other, the members of
the faculty, the alumni,· and the community." Through its board, w.hich consists
of 25 trustees, one of whom is the president of the college, the Fund raises monies
for various educational and extracurricular purposes and assists by providing
scholarships and loan funds for students.

CUNY TRUSTEE BRINGS NEW
DIME·NSION TO THE WORD
Kamely Dahir/CUNY Ne'-"'s Service

Sylvia Bloom began her voluntary
career when her daughter entered kin
dergarten. Her daughter's now a
lawyer-and Bloom continues to devote
herself to community and civic organiza
tions. Her latest voluntary role: Board of
Trustee of City University.
Bloom's non-paying but powerful
position allows her to come back to the
city's educational system, except this
time on a different level. In the early
'70's she was a member �nd then presi
dent of Community School Board -10 in
the Bronx.
"I have. an extr_emely keen interest in
young people," Bloom said. "When I re
ceived this appointment it was almost
like a fantasy, that I wa:s following the
kids historically," she added.
Governor Carey apppointed Bloom to
the BOT on July 2, and recently
announced his final appointmemt, Jules
Kolodny, marking the first time the
BOT has been full since its inception in
1979. Ten of the Trustees are appointed
by Carey with the rest selected by
Mayor Koch.
Along with her activities i11 public edu
cation, Bloom has been affiliatea with
the Liberal Party since 1937. She has
done everything from collecting peti-

VOLUNTEER

tions and marching in demonstrations to
serving as state vice chairman where she
ran the Party's anuual state dinner on
October 14. In a recent interview at the
Party's office on West 46th Street,
Bloom said she's dedicated to volunteer
work and doesn't think the BOT will be
too much for her to handle.
"I do not take on any responsibilities'
unless I can serve," said the 67 year-old,
gray haired woman.
Considering her association with the
Liberal Party Bloom feels her apoint
ment was only partially a political deci
sion. "I think the governor knows my
voluntary performance well,'' she said.
However a CUNY spokesman pointed
out that Carey was also aware of her
political position in making his choice.
Bloom first became active with CUNY
when she was appointed to the
Construction Fund last March, and is
now vice-chairman. Dr. :Robert Polk, the
Fund's chairman and another Trustee�
· praised Bloom's work on the committee
that monitors new construction projects
at €UNY.
"I have a very high-regard for her sin
cerity and conscientiousness in helping
the needs of students and administra
tion as well," Polk said.

Bloom begins her seven-year term by
sitting on a variety of committees, inclu
ding facility planning, fiscal affairs �nd
public policy. She has also been involved
in the latter stages of the Board's
controversial decision to change how
student activity fees are monitored.
Although she took the job not-knowing
what her responsibilities would be, she
says: "I intend to be active in every
aspect of the work."
When - asked if she accepted the
appointment for its prestige, Bloom
replied, "Sure, being a member of the
Board is prestigious, but I don't have
much of an ego." She added that she
· considers _it ·equally gratifying when
parents call her for suggestions on what
school to send their kids .to.
Bloom, -long-time Bronx resident and
wife of Associate Justice Max Bloom,
has carved out a career as a volunteer.
The crowning achievement is her
appointment on the BOT which will
most certainly tap her knowledge in two
areas where she already has experience:
education and politics.
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. By Flora N. Daniels

STUDENT L<;)AN
.CRACKDOWN
New York has decided to play hardball
on student loans. Anyone who has
borrowed money for college costs beter
be prepared to pay- llP when the loi;m
comes due report the :Qaily News.
Deadbeats could wind up in cqurt.
With $1'9.5 million in state-guaranteed
loans in default ,' New York has hired
four private collection agencies to begin
cracking_ down on the estimated 7,8.00
non-payers.
Once the collection agency calls, a .
borrower has 90 days to begin making
payments or the state will go to court. This.fall, iri co�junction with the Public
The New York Higher Education Broadcasting Service, 500 colleges will
On Credit Card Costs
Services Corp., which administered the be offering up to nine cdurses for credit
Until last Jan,uary, owning a credit loans, reports that defaults grew by 33% via 206 public television stations. They
card was a major financial decision. within the past two years. That's more· will reach thousands of students-full
They were about th� same-safer and work than its 30 in-house colle_ctors can time worke�s. housewives, handicapped
more convenient than carrying cash handle. So the private collections will , adults or people who live as far as 400
miles from the college of their choice,
with a grace period (a month to pay up
pick up the new cases that come in.
without penalty), a_nd unpaid balances
Running away from the day of' ·who otherwise would not be able to "go".
were subject to a uniform interest rate. reckoning may be to· no avail. Dolores to college at all. The courses will range
Now, ff you don't shop around, reports Cross,, the corporation's president, from Shakespeare- to American history
R.B. Plunkett, Daily News Con_sumer reports that a new computer system to It's Everybody's Business, an
Affairs Editor, you could wind up installed "to follow up on all defaulted i n t r o d u c t i o n
to
·m a n a g e m en t:
paying more than you have to.
accounts" has already boosted Telecourses have been broadcast before,
but never on: a national scale.
Since the State· banking regulators collections by $300,000 a month.
How does it work? Most PBS courses
eased credit limits that kept interest
Next year, the corporation expects to
down to 18% on the first $500 and 12% receive access to IRS files. State consist of 30 half-hour segments aired
on the remainder, a cardholder not only education_ officials are quite confident during a 15-week semester. Modern
pays higher interest, but also a fee just they'll find defaulters-wherever they satellite distribution lets stations
schedule pi;ograms at times convenient
for having the card.
are.
to the students, usually during the lunch
For instance, if you take out Visa from
hour or late at night and on weekends.
Citibank, the rate is 19.8% ·on any
Participating schools pay PBS a $300
unpaid balance, $15 annual membership
licensing fee for each course they offer
and a 25-cent processing fee for a cash
and a flat $10. to $15 for' each student.
advance. Chemical Bank also charges
Thus, the courses are· economical for
the $15 annual fee and 25-cent cash
both the school and the student. Course
advance fee, but their interest rate is
requirements vary from campus to
18%. But European American _Bank
campus, but there is a basic procedure.
charges no annual ·fee and only 18%
The student pays tuition and enrolls in
interest-which isn't charged if you pay
person, by phone or by mail; the college
your bill in full 25 days after it arrives.
sends texts apd assigns an instructor;
Come next year, you'll need to be even
the student takes midterm and final
more alert to the credit card bottom line.
exams either at the campus or at a local
"The crdit card· industry is going
school: The final grade is entered onto a
through ·a shake-out period," says
transcript and most often goes toward a
Richard Slater of the Consumer Banking
degree..
Association. "You have to be on the
At Miami-Dade Community College,
lookout for changes." More than half the
There's
opporturuty
in
energy,
and
we're
w h i c h h e l p e d c r e a t e the P B S
banks plan to add (or hike).annual fees.
not
talking
stocks,'
reports
Judy
·
introductory
course i n Psychology,
Other survey responses included
1,000 students are learning by screen.
eliminating the traditional grace period, Linscott in the Daily News, It's one of
Faculty members conduct optional
raising minimum monthly payments, those male-dominated fields that's
review sessions on campus, produce
and charging · penalties for late blowing wide open ,for women,. offering
extra exams and evaluate student work
payments or exce�ding credit limits. them a better chance of being paid on a
by phone or letter. Burlington County
This month, Citibank adds a $5 charge par with men than in most fields.
There
are
more
women
moving
into
College,
located on the rim of the pine
for bouncing a check used to pay a credit
the field and more jobs, as well. While
barrens in southern New Jersey, has 24
card bill.
students taking the PBS Shakespeare
When selecting a credit card, women comprised only 3% of engineers
course. Their assignment includes
consideration should be given to the in 1979, female enrollment in
engineering schools has increased by
reading two comedies, two tragedies and
following key points:
300%
since
1971.
And
in
the
next
10
Annual fee - According to industry
analysts, the s t a n d a r d ·a n n u a l years, some 8 million energy-related jobs
Botp events were free and took place
membership fe_e o f $15 will g o higher-to will open up.
Energy cq_mpanies are looking for on Thursday, October 1, during Women
possibly $18 to $20.per year.
Higher interest - Now, banks can women. To promote the effor·t, in Energy Week (a� s declared by Mayor
charge ai:iy rate they want up to 25%. Westinghouse and the Committee on Koch). Panelists included Sheila
Most charge 18%, but it is believed Energy Awareness offered two panel Randles, contract administrator at .
Citibank's 19.8% will be the standard discussions-with women who Ebasco Services, Inc., an engineering
know-on opportunities in energy· consulting firm; Susan Harwood, a
for the future.
continued on p. 12 related fields.
nuclear engineer with Boston Edison;

COLLEGE CREDITS VIA TV

$ Stretc;hing

Women are High on
Energy

two historical dramas and watching six
televised performances (from the
Shakespeare series co-produced by BBC·
'TV and Time-Life Television). The Mid
term and final can be submitted by mail.
The Universit;y of Iowa has given its 100
tele_students _a toll-free ·number and
specific office hours for talking with the
course instructor. Says Education
Professor Gordon Cantor: ."People not
only call with questions, they- call to
argue."
Telecourses are most helpful at
community colleges. Yet such large,
respected universities as Wisconsin,
Indiana, Temple and Ohio State are
ustng various courses, often with hefty
supplements. · The televised segment,
after all, is intended Jess as a self
contained course than as a lively and
visually far-ranging substitute for a
droning professor. Quality varies. Says
Iowa's Cantor: "At its worst, it is
vacuous. But at its best, difficult
material is portrayed very graphically."
A segment on sensory psychology is
literally a cliffl}anger: a man uses his
tactile sense to claw his way to safety
while climbing. Afterward, diagrams
with flashing electronic lines show how
impulses speed along the nerve path
from finger to brain.
The telecourses are often a challenge
for part-time students. One 29 year old
full-time tax clerk for Kentucky Fried
Chicken in Louisville, is faking the PBS
American governn1ent course for thi:ee
credits at Eastern Kentucky University
in Richmond, .105 miles away. She
watches the· telecasts on Tuesday and
Thursday at 11 p.m. 1 when her four-year·
ol_d son is asleep. Though she misses the
interaction of a class, she finds college
by telecourse exciting.
CUNY's reaction to the Telecourse
program was: "CUNY does not
participate nor are there any plans for
participation in the program at this
time."
and Roberta Sieber, a product .manager
with Westinghouse Power Systems
D i v i s i o n . Discu s s i o n s i n c l u d e d
professional, managerial and blue-collar
careers-problems, benefits and
outlook-as well as questions and
answers.
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EACH AGAINST ALL
by Daniel Garrett
"We are a very Hobbesian society,"
Professor Linda Longmire told her
Baruch College Modern Political Theory
class yesterday. The political science
class was nearing the conclusion of its
discussion of the philosophy of Thomas
Hobbes. Professor Longmire had led the
discussion of Leviathan, by Hobbes, in
which he methodically dissected man;
his nature, relationship to society, and
consequent need for an absolute
sovereign power.
"I think it (absolute sovereign power)
is justified, but it will never be," inEoned
student Lawrence Baisden, an
intelligent and inquisitive tan-skinned
young man with an islander's accent.
"The law is only one way. You cannot
use the law to justify the sovereign,"
student Stephen Ciulla added, serious
and intellectually involved in the
discussion. A conservative-looking
white-male, he waited for the professor's
reply.
"The law doesn't have to; it's been
agreed that the sovereign's po�er ii:;
absolute," replied Professor. Longmire,
remindingly.
Hobbes was born in 1588 and was one
of the first persons to see that politics
could be understood as a science.
Hobbes is one of the six philosophers
whose theoretical works are to be
discussed in this little-publicized
Modern Political Theory course. The
other philosophers to be discussed are
Freud, Locke, Marx, Mill, and Rousseau.
In Leviathan, Hobbes wrote, "Each
man hath to use his own power, as ,he
will himself, for the preservation of his
own Nature; that is to say (preservation)
of his own Hfe; and consequently, of
doing anything, which in his own
Judgement, and Reason, he shall
conceive to be the aptest means
thereunto ...It followeth, that in such a
condition, every man has a Right to
everything, even to another's body. And
therefore, as long as this natural right of
every man to everything endureth, there
can be no securit to any man..." In
acknowledgement of this state of each
against all, Hobbes strongly believed
and wrote that a state with a sovereign
of unlimited power should be erected;
the sovereign would be chosen by the
people, and they would abide by his

Modern Political
Theory: Hobbes

judgement
unceasingly.
This
concentration and respect o f power
would ensure the strength of the
sovereign's authority, and the stability
of the society. This form of society he
referred to as a common-wealth or
Leviathan.
"What .would Hobbes have said to
Prohibition?" asked a student, quickly
to the professor. It was one of those
sudden "What would/if" questions
usually asked by the most thoughtful or
most usually absent-minded students.
One never really knows which.
Professor Longmire answered, "You
have to look at the whole system which
gave rise to Prohibition. I think that
from the beginning, he'd find it- too
participatory: a law was passed; it was
unpopular; it was repealed."
"It was a direct challenge to the entire
system," elaborated Stephen Ciulla," so
it was decided that this (conflict) could
not exist."
·
It seems as if the only government /
with authority is the government that
follows the will of the people. Is absolute
power a contradiction? Is it possible?
How?
Though some of the conclusions
Hobbes drew can be seen as extremist,
what cannot be denied is his generally

logical dequctions. The conclusions
themselves must be seen not only as
resulqng from these deductions, but
also from a reaction to the political and
social turmoil of the time in which
Hobbes lived. This was a time when the
bond between church and state was
questioned, when the authority of the
king was questioned, and, in short, when
any authority which presumed to rule
was questioned.. His logic, and the
thoughts resulting from it, has
influenced contemporary thinking.
Whereas Plato and many subsequent
philosophers saw law as begotten from
Justice, Hobbes, more realistically,
recognized justice as a subjective
concept, claiming at best: justice under
law. We do, as Hobbes did, recognize
human nature as being dominated by
"appetites and desires" that can prove
destructive, so we extensively regulate.
These regulations, intended to protect
and maintain civilization, are called civil
laws, a phrase implemented by Hobbes.
Yet, Hobbes did believe in absolute
sovereign power.
"How does he expect the sovereign to
e x e r c i s e p9wer w i t h o u t strong
reinforcement?" asked student Peter
Tripi, white, sensual and cerebrally
receptive-looking.
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Professor Longmire, stimulated by
the many responses of . the students,
replied, "He is very clearly emphasizing
a sense of responsibility; he's trying to
get people to internalize these
thoughts." She then added, "Not only
responsibility, but also ha bi t."
Professor Longmire looked wannly,
concernedly, and - expectantly at Peter
-Tripi and the other faces of the fifteen or
so students in attendance: warmly,
because she was pleased; concernedly,
because she wanted to make sure every·
one understood; expectantly, because
she wanted even more questions.
Professor Longmire, this _day, is
clothed in a dress of black and red
Chinese patterns, a black belt, black
velvet jacket, a small red pin on lapel,
sheer black stockings and high-heeled
velvet shoes. .Glasses frame her
sensitive and gracefully feminine, nearly
aristocratic, face. Her long blonde hair is
held in a bun. She is tall.
After this class, which lasts an hour
beginning at 9:00 a.m. on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, she walked in
conversation, out of ·the classroom:
Room 1910 of the 360 PAS building,
with Stephen Ciulla, Peter Tripi, and
this reporter: a young Black man.
Discussed freely and ·naturally was the
1960s youth and civil-rights movement,
contemporary politics, and possibilities
for future social and political growth and
change.
¢Later, about the Modern Political
Theory course. Stephen Ciulla told me.
"It's really good; I enjoy it. I like the
way she provokes dialogue. She has a
way of keeping up student interest and
the course covers a wide span of
theories...It's definitely important."
Peter Tripi, too, had said essentially the
same thing, but added, "It's not
promoted enough. It encourages and
allows us to know the roots of politics.
Without this knowledge, we can't really
understand politics." Peter's statement,
concerning understanding, is offset by
the statement of another student, who
told me that he, thus far, found the
course "a bit confusing."
When asked if she thought this course
was "promoted enough" Professor
Longmire said, "Absolutely not. This
course can ·teach students to think
analytically, critically, and hopefully
creatively. Theory is revelant to every
topi� studied; that's why it should be
emphasized." She then added, quite
naturally, "It's my favorite of the four
courses that I teach; I love it."
0

Baruch Work Study Student Training Program
After many months of planning the
Financial Aid Office with the assistance
of the Personnel Department held the
first series of Work Study Training
Programs for almost three hundred
students last week in four separate
sessions.
Among those that helped plan and
participated in the program were Ronny
Widener, Assistant Personnel Director,
who presented to- all participants a
Baruch Work Study Training Manual
which was put together over the
summer months with the help of Mary
Dawson the College Work Study

Coordinator, Frank Lackner, Grad
Assistant and Stephen E. Goldberg,
Director, Financial Aid.
Mary Dawson addressed the stud� nts
on the general rules and regufat1ons
governing students who participated in
the Work Study Program at Baruch.
She instructed the stuclents in the
proper use of allocated hours and ·funds
and how to fill out student time sheets
for submission of payment.
Karen Morretti, a representative of
New York Telephone Company
demonstrated the proper usage of the
telephone, and had several students

participate in different role play him during the academic year at the
situations that occur while using the Word Processing Lab Center.
Stephen E. Goldberg, Financial Aid
telephone at work.
David Horvitz, a representative of Director, gav� closing remarks. He
Royal Business Machines demonstrated thanked all _the guests that had
various copy m achines used at the ·participated in making this first series
college. He explained not only how they of training workshops a success. Mr.
functioned, but also how to take care of Goldberg stated that this was just the
minor problems that can occur when beginning of informational training
workshops, and that the Financial Aid
using machines.
D r . Roy H u c kabee, D e a n o f Office along with the Personnel
Education, took time out o f his busy Department would hold a second series
schedule to demonstrate Word of Work Study Training Workshops in
Processing Equipment and its usages. the Spring.
He also invited the participants to
visit
"-
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Evening Session Student Assembly
Pres_ident 's
Message
The one question I hear most often from
Evening Students is, ·,'.What is the
purpose of the Evening Session Student
Assembly?" It would be easy enough to
pull out a copy of our <;:onstitution and
read its preamble, but these are just
words that were set down as an
inspiration for those who would lead the
Assembly. The answer to that question
lies not in words, but in actions.
Those who can remember the campus
riots of the '60's know that Student
Government was the motivator behind
the rebellions and the demands. Their
message was often militant, and struck
discord between students, faculty, and
administration. The Eslablishment was
entrenched in its practices and mores.
Students wanted to have a voice in the
decision process, and to be recognized
for their opinions and views. As a result
of their actions, students today are
taken.much more seriously. Although a
few concessions have been. made, the
struggle still continues.
-·· Now, more than ever before, the voice
of the student is being heard. The
Evening Session Student Assembly has
the right to represent Evening Students
· on at least twenty established Faculty
and Administration committees. These
committees decide on a wide variety of
issues, from evaluations of courses and
teachers, to reconciling grievances, to
acting as advisors to different
departments and branches of the
Administration. Although committee
representation is now a right enjoyed by
students, many.students have reversed
the trend of their predecessors and now
abstain from participating. Where once
the majority of students were concerned
with the quality of their education, and
sought to have a voice in the
implementation of it, today only a few
concerned individuals carry on for the
rest. Most of these conscientious

students can be found in our Student poorly s tructured and requires
governments. They are very concerned adjustments. The Evening Session
with the quality of education at Baruch . Student Assembly has been the medium
today, and try to demonstrate the needs through which grievances regarding
of Evening Students in general. The program, course, and teacher complaints
Administration of today is much more h a v e been c h a n n e l e d to t h e
responsive t o student comments and Administration. Because o f pressure
complaints. They actively seek student from Student Governments.lounge and
participation in many' decisions that study facilities have been made
they mu1?t make. They share the available, vending machine and cafeteria
responsibility of running the school prices are carefully scrutinized, and the
much more than ever before. That is not overall social, cultural, and educational
to say that s�udents .have taken over supplements to your college experience
and that the Adrninis'tration is at our have been made available. Through
mercy. Administrators still have the various clubs, funded by Student
deciding vote, and they still do not make Government, you have enjoyed a diverse
all the right decisions. That is why the and exciting social life at Baruch. At
struggle continues.. Unfortunately, as- least some of you have. Everyone pays a
was mentioned earlier, only a few "Student Activities Fee" when they
students actively carry on this effort. register, yet not everyone, takes
Most are arm--chair protesters; willing to advantage of. the extracurricular events
complain, but not· willing to commit going on.
themselves to doing anything about it:
Last semester .the Evening Session
The Student Assembly cannot possibly Student Assembly, in co-sponsorship
take on the job of representing all with all the Evening Clubs, held a
Evening Students at all meetings. Those reception at Club New York, New York
few dedicated members that do go are · in Manhattan. The .entire disco was
alerady on several committees. rented that evening, for the exclusive
Although requests are constantly made use of Baruch College Evening
asking for more concerned students to Students.' It turned ot to be· a real
step forward, few have responded. If not success.
for the strength in numbers that the
This semester it was felt that Baruch
Student Governments of the '60's had;
they would have been unsuccessful in was not doing enough to prepare
their attempts to promote changes. We students for their careers. An education
are swiftly moving toward the same culminating in a degree is not sufficient
tempest that prevailed then. Federal, if the student is to be successful. That is
State, and City budget cuts are affecting why the Career Development Series was
us in a devastating way. Tuition will go started. In the next few months, the
up, tuition assistance will be abated, E,vening Session Student Assembly will,
teaching staffs will be cut, schools will with the assistance of the various on
be closed, and students will be left campus organizations, present seminars
behind. Not only students, but faculty, that will be invaluable learning
staff, and administrators as well. It is experiences. Famous and influential
everyone's obligation to become active speakers will give presentations on the
so that we may all be able to enjoy the any aspects of career development.
education we deserve·.
Herbert Bienstock, the famous
These are problems we must face in Economist and Presidential advisor, will
the not too distant future. But right now speak at Baruch in December. Arthur
issues affecting our daily lives must be Ackerman, Vice President in charge of
addressed. Our present curriculum is Corporate Training at E.F. Hutton, will

be here in November. Everyone is urged
to come to these, as well as many other
seminars being planned. Watch for ads
in the Reporter announcing dates and
times.
"What are the functions of the
Evening Session Student Assembly?,"
you may ask. These illustrations are but
a few of the services and functions your
Evening Student Assembl:Y performs.
We represent you on many committees
· that make decisions on your education;
we forward problems and grievances
you m ay have to the proper people so
that resolution can be made; we strive to
make college more bearable, by fighting
for your rights as students at Baruch,
and as members of the community; and
we seek to supplement your college
education by facilitating speakers,.
seminars; other events on campus.
Sometimes our efforts are unsuccessful.
. But often enough we are reeognized for
the large constituency that we have; all
E v e n i n g Student s .
We have
accomplished a lot, and have much more
planned.
Ne)!:t time. someone asks you, "What
is the purpose of the Evening Session
Student· Assembly?," don't just point
·out our promises · point out our actions
_ as well.
Roger Burchard, President
Evening Session Student Assembly

"lt-'s Better
In the Evening'�

Sigma Alpha Delta Used Book Exchange

This semester's Used Book Exchange
(UBE) was as usual 'a success, but not
quite a success as last semester. Could it
be that the decrease in student
participation was a direct result of the
June graduates' departure? Or has
student apathy set in once more?
It was quite evident to those of us
operating the UBE this semester that
many students ..1re scill ur,£amiliar with

the function of the Used Book book will be returned to you at no
Exchange. Also judging from the low charge.
level ·of activity it would be safe to
Some of the advantages of selling your
assume that there are many students book through the UBE are: You can get
who are totally unaware that the UBE more for your book than the 50%
even exists. For those students who are maximum that the bookstore pays
unfamiliar with or unaware of the UBE because you set your own price. You also
the· following information can be of the don't have to seek out potential buyers
utmost importance.
which can be frustrating. You will be
Sigma Alpha Deita's Used Book helping your fellow students by pricing
Exchange is operated, by the members of your bok lower than the bookstore.
S.A.D. Jor you the students of Baruch. Incidently, this works both ways since
However, it cannot function without you may also be looking to buy used
your help. How can you help? Just'bring books, so please bear that in mind when
us your used books at the b�nning of · pricing your books. Last but not least,
the semester, tell us how much you want we cannot continue to provide this
for it and for a small fee (not even worth invaluable ser ice without your help.
mentionmg) we will do our best to sell it We need your used books.
for you. If we should fail in this
To t ose students looking to buy used
endeavor for rea�ons !:,eyond our control, books. before you buy come see us at the
sue . a:,;: £ sudden change in edition your UBE, ym. !1ave nothing to lose but a lot
to gain.

The UBE usually operates the· first
two weeks of the school semester.
However, due to the lack of activity in
the second week of this semester there
may be a slight change in schedule next
semester. It may operate one week
before school opens and the first week of
school. A notice will be posted in the last
issue of the Reporter for this semester
when we have official confirmation. In
any case, drop by our usual location
around that time and we will be happJ to
help you. The location is: the basement
of the 360 PAS building, opposite the
bookstore.
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-WILLIAM
McLAUGHLIN
Associate Director of
Career Planning and
Placement
by Phillip McConnell

"Other factors to ,c onsider
under press ure, are you
thinking, do you want to
em phasis on m oney,
. family?"

are can you work wel l
h umanisti c i n y o u r
help people, or is your_
p ow e r , _ p restige o r

As Associate Director of Career Planning· and Placement, Mr. William
McLaughlin's job is to run the campus recruiting program. In addition to his
other duties associated with his position, he is also responsible for the
coord..ii)ation and setting up of all career seminars given at Baruch.
In this, one of his more quieter moments in his usually hectic schedule, Mr,
McLaughlin. talks about what students should do on their own befor,e going on ,
job interviews.
"As a pl:µlosophy, I try to advise students not to wait until their senior year. to
start thinking about what they want to do for a living. Begin thinking about
shaping your career in your sophomore.or jµnior year."
Also, he says, "Polish up your communications skills while you're still in
college, especially your ·writing skills because this is very important in job
interviewing. Good grades ·are important too, but the ability to communicate
clearly is a students biggest asset."
Before any student attends a campus interview, he or she must partieipate in a

career orientation seminar which Mr. McLaughlin himself teaches. The seminar
reviews resume writing, job interviewing. job search techniques. and careers
related to one's major. Overall, about 15 of these seminars are conducted every
year.
As Associate Director, McLaughlin is quick to stress the fact that the most
important part of the career seminar is resume writing. "We have about 160
firms who sehd up to 300 recruiters to Baruch, and they all make it a practice to
pre-screen the student's resumes."
The placement office holds about 3,000 job interviews annually, and lqst year
had up to 300 job offers as a direct result of campu� recr1,1iting. All corporations
are given dates on which to come in and interview and•these dates are usually set
up about half a year in advance.

It should be pbinted out that hationally,'Jess than one third o{all students who
get jobs, get them from on campus recruiting. Employers generally recruit where
they h'ave the greatest number of openings and in some of the less demanding
. areas, a thorough and complete job search .is necessary.
-"Job interviewing is an extremely selective process," McLaughlin says. "There
are just �ome fields that have more of a demand than others, such as technical
fieids, accounting, and computer science. There are many other opportunities in
?ales, retailing, insurance_ and banking."
Mr. McLaughlil'l advises all ·students who are getting out of school to take a
keybd.lll'd or some sort of typing course because, "with the introduction of
computers and word processing equipment, this skill is- becoming more and more
in demand, both at .the staff and· the middle management leyels. If you notice,
more and more executives have micro processors in their offices." As a tribute to
the computer· im;lustry, he points· out that the lJ.Verage starting salary for a
computer science major is now up to $21,000, whereas most of the salaries of
'•' ·
'
other jobs are frorri $12,000 to $21,000.
Bill McLaughlin sees the future as people changing jobs and careers a little
more often. "Nowada!)'S, with businesses and organizations, there are more and
more opportunities for mobility, where your company can take you and place you
in a different position. They call it job posting or lateral movement, hut what it is,
is a rapid transfednto, different positions."
Upon shedding a little more insight into the situation he states that everybody
starts out -with a specialty when they get their first job, but you need flexibility in
order to move around and expand your horizons.

.There is a great deal of seif knowledge involved)in securing a job, and an acute

sense of ones own abilities. One must be conscious of ones communication skills,
or whether the skills lie in analytical or quantita�ive areas.
Other factors to consider are can you work · well under pressure, are you
humanistic in your thinking, do you want to help people or is tl!e emphasis on
money, power, prestige or family? Other_ factors are how much of your time do
you want to devote to your career, and most important, the demands and
commitments on your own personal time.
· "Basically what we try to do in the placement office is to try to teach people to
fish, using the.mselves as bait. A-lot of people think they know how to look for a
job when they don't know that they don't know."

Jewish_. Student Organization
·Presents

RABBINATE SEGAL

N�Y. Director _of N.C.S.Y.
National Council of Synagouge Youth

TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 17TH
Globus
Lounge -- 17th Floor
6:00 P.M.

360 PAS

Refreshments will be served -- All students are welcome
.

.
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FINANCIAL
AIDYou've filled out your applicatio�s
Page one and two and three
You've filled them out in 'triplicate

Tap, Seek, B..E.O.G..

Your mother's name, your father's
name
And-�hat you had for lunch
How mu.ch money's in your bank
Do yo� like Nestle's Crunch?
You wait 'till Dad has filed his· tax ·
Ahd photo stat them all
And eariy in the month of May,
You mail them for the fall.
You get the proper' Post Cards back
Informing you they got 'em..
Less than one month later
They tell y,ou that they lost them.
You �tart from scr.atch. Send them
again\ A,n<l ke,�p-yo_ur fingers crossed.
Hurt11-y, hurray, now ain't it.great
These forms were never lost.
So -now it is September
And yqu "!t(!,Ve� heard a thing,
¥au pay ti.iltion·aiiyway. ' , ·
What worse can this tefm briµg?·

'!

By now ·you 're starving Just 'cause
All your money 1s gone to school.
You write again and ask them,
"How can they be so cruel?" · ·,
October comes. and with it· comes
The aiiswers fro,;.,, all three
Your grants' okayed. J:'.'our day is made. '
How great this state can be.
But early in November,
A letter came that stated,
·"an inconsistency reported.,;
To hunger you are fated.
You go to see the counselor,
Get ready for this scene,
Although your_ household number's
four,
They say you said fourteen.
You start from scratph ...
-Linda R. Hubbard

�-

Rumor has it that going to Baruch is a
·daily exercise in survival. Besides the
cramming for exams, the long hours
spent in the library, and the term papers
to be written, a student must deal w:ith a
bureaucracy that can be trying at times.
One pant of the system is located on the
.second floor of the 24th Street building.
It has been known to make students cry ·
and wince with pain. There, in its own
littfe corner, is the Financial Aid office.
Photographer Harry Lauer and writer
Linda Hubbard offer their views on the
subject.
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OPEN
HOUSE
Text and photographs
by: Eniile Goniez

Journalists are a strange breed. People
often wonder what kind . of person it
takes to become a journalist. For those
curious. enough to pursue ,this matter,
tJ:ieir queries were
- put to rer:;t on October
23.

'

On that date, '['he Reporter conducted
an Open House in the Student Center.
Among the invited guests were former
campus journalists who returned with
anecdotes from the outside world.
On what it takes to become a writer,
former Ticker editor John Forde said
that it includes "A feeling for human
nature that · cannot be gotten from a
psychology te�tbook." Mr. Forde, a
June, 1981 graduate, now is a writer fol'
The American Banker.

Winsome Henry, former Reporter
editor·, mentioned the disadvantages she
. faced when working. "Besides being a
black · w.oman, you are.. up ,against
graduate's-from Ivy League schools. You
· have,to_prove to them that you.ca1'} make_
it." Ms. Henry also spoke.about an.other
aspect of journalism that is desperate
for writers, business journalism.
After the talk, which was attended by
aspiring scribers, the serious facade
subsided and the. band p_layed. There
was music and fun f,or aiJ..,.°\Ns w�s an
easy assi gp.g,.ent. to write about.

�
__,,.
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HOW TO· ·SURVIVE TH·E INTERViEW
by: Roger Burchard
At a recent seminar sp�nsored by the
Evening Session Student Assembly,
students had an opportunity to see first
hand the trials and triumphs of an
interview.
"The Interview and You," the first
seminar of the Assembly's· "Career
Development Series," was held on
Wednesday; .October 21st in the Globus
Lounge. Mr. Jack Lorenz, Personnei
Manager ·· for the accounting firm ·of
Arthur Anderson, was the guest
speaker. his theme throughout the
evening was "How to survive thf
interview", whch he addressed quiu
effectively.
Speaking to an over-flow audience ·
Mr. Lorenz explained the real-life side t<
getting a j'ob. Resumes are vel")
important, he advised, but more so is th,
authenticity of their content. ManJ
people tend to over-exaggerate theil
experiences and "round off theii-' GPA':
to . the nearest number." If these
overstatements are later disco�ered-, ·
they could lead to dismissal, depending
on their severity.
Preparation for the' interview was
discussed. At t_his point, Mr. Lorenz
used examp1es' of 'existing· facilities
around campus as places students
shoulcl go to prepare themselves
beforehand. The Career Counseling and
Placement Office, which · was very
instrumental in organizing this seminar
with the Student Assembly, is an
extremely important facility to utilize.
They help students prepare their
resumes and guide them in their career
choices. They plan workshops for
students in which effective resume
writing, interview techniques,. and job
research is taught. Once a student is

Mr. Lorenz was . enthusiastic in
knowing that ther!! were so many
resources available. He spoke at length
on the various do's and don'ts of the
actual interview. "Creative responses to
the interviewer's questions are most
helpful · when applying for j9bs in
industries that require more creativity."
In (lome industries, grades and
experie.111:;e are stressed the most. He
1
went ori to explain the different
techniques used by interviewers in
conducting interviews. Structured, or
"by the· numbers" interviews, as Mr.
Lorenz put it, give the interviewer all
the control. He can make the session as
sttessful as he wants, so as to guage
y o u r a b i l i t y to r es p o n d . T h e
unstructured interview i s a more
flowing, less 'stressful type. After
explaining how these interviews can go,
Mr. Lorenz proceeded to demonstrate to
the audience. As th!'l first candidate, Mr.
Todd Jakobsep, a -member of the
Student Assembly, did not know what
prepared,' the Placement Office will try the student arrives, a "receptionist" will
type of interview he would be subjected
and set up interviews on campus with greet 'him and bring him into the
representatives from industvy.
"interviewers office,•• simulating tl:!e · to. While videotape cameras from the
. Dr. Carl Kirshner, of the Career same experiences as if going Qn a real · Student Development Center rolled, Mr.
Lorenz put Mr. Jakobsen through a
Counseling and Placement 0ffice, spoke interview. The interviewer; who may be
grueling stress interview. Mr.. Lorenz lit
. briefly ori the Baruch College Student part of the staff of the Center, or �a
up · a cigarette and continually blew
Development Center; located on the trained student peer, will put the
17th floor of 360 PAS. This program, interviewee through a standard-'' smoke into the candidate's face. He also
doodled, tapped his fingers on the desk,
made possible through a Title III grant, interview session. This session will be
hummed to himself, and otherwise acted
is designed specificaly to aid students in. videotaped, and later reviewed and
verY. bored wi·t h Mr. Jakobsen's.
preparing for their careers. Mr. Jim critiqued to emphasize the students
answers.
He antagonistically att;cked
Perrone, the Student Development strong points, and help identify and
items
on the resume, and often wouldn't
Center's Director, has advised the eliminate his weak points. There are
let the candidate answer his questi..ons
Evening Session Student Asse mbly that pr,;fessionals on hand to help.
fully. The pressure was on,· and the
they are expanding their hours into the
Th� student Dev.elopment Cen'ter candidate knew it. At one point he asked
evening for· the benefit of those unable
aso. runs a 3 credit course, called Careir Mr. Lorenz whether he was boring him.
to come �uring the day. By setting up an
Exploration for Life Planning, taught by That comment naturally elicited some
appointment. with Rita Klein at
Dr. Kirshner, in which m1l,ny aspects of harsh rebuffs from the interviewer.
725-3347, students will be able to put
career planning and preparation are Even when the· candidate answered a
their interview skills to the test. When_

BUDGETSOFEVENING
·cLUBS IN DOUBT

.

byHenry Chlwaya
Chancellor, Sigma Alpha Delta
It has been six weeks since school
started, yet as of this writing the·
Evening Session Student Assembly
(ESSA) still lias to appropriate club
budgets. In the meantime, all evening
clubs sit on their hands and nervously
wait-their planned events in serious
jeopan;ly of either being cancelled or
postponed Jue to lack of funds.
While. acknowledging the special ·
difficulties that all . ivening students ·
fl!c.e in rationing their time to meet
outside obligation8 a n d s c h o o l
responsibilities, six weeks i s rather a
long time to take just to ·consider �lubs
budget requests. One cannot help brit
wonder how seriously the Finance committee views its responsibility to the
evening student community.
To be fair to the committee, they did
make an interim appropriation of four
hundred dollars ($400) across the board.
However, these interim approp,riations
were no less irresponsible than what
necessitated them in the first place. The
committee failed to realize that different
clubs have different expenditure
patterns. While four hundred dollars
might hold one club for a while, another
club would be on the verge of

bankruptcy. Another elementary facto,
of organizations that the committee
failed to take into account is that
organizational set up costs are almost
always higher than operating costs. For
most clubs the first few weeks of fhe
semester is set up time. Not to provide
adequate financing to the dubs is
tantamount to killing them.
Elected and appointed officials of the
ESSA are or ought to be aware that any
government is elected to serve its people
and not the.other way around. When an
elected or appointed person accepts a
position, accepted along with that
position are the inconveniences that .
ensue. It is irresponsible to seek or
accept office if one cannot make time to
meet its obligations.
The plight of any evening student
leader deserves _everyone's sympathy.
However, student government, student
clubs and student activities have to
function and function efficiently. In this
case the ESSA is the prime mover in
that direction and if operations break
down at that level, clubs take a beating.
The president of the ESSA should
review the operations of that body a nd
come up with policies and procedures

that will insure efficient operations in
future.
BUDGE TARY
POLI'CY:·
In
encouraging the ESSA toward new
policies and procedures, caution should
be exercised against reactionary ill
thought policies. A �a� in point is the
new Budgetary System being
promulgated b y the Associate Dean of
students. At the core of this new.
proposal is an attempt by the dean to
make the ESSA's finance. committee
more responsible in its budgetary
functions. That indeed is a worthy goal.
However, the plan is flawed in its
execution. The dean proposes that as
opposed to the past where clubs were
allocated monies based on thefr
projected expenditures, in future, the
ESSA should no longer make lunp sum
allocations for the year, but make initial
appropriations of a "certain amount".
The proposal does not say what index
will be used to arive at this "certain
amount". Nonetheless it goes on to say
that as events and functions within the
clubs comoe up beyond the initial
"certain amount" allocations, clubs
should be able to go back to the ESSA
for more money. It is difficult to see how

continued on p. 11

this will improve ESSA's fiscal
management. On the contrary, apart
from stifling long range planning within
the clubs, the plan has serious potential
for promoting mismanageinent by the
ESSA. It could also serve to encourage
the s_ame within the clubs:
Consider the case where a cl�b
ploughs thro�gh its initial "certain
amount" .allocation and goes back to the
ESSA for more money. Will the ESSA
allocate more money thereby
encouraging a spirit o f spend-you-will
get-more-anyway or will they say "Sorry
Chuck, no more money. We put it all in a
T-bill;-in essence rendering. the clubs
inoperative.
Surely it is not lost to the proponents
of this plan tht the consequences of both.
actions are undesirable.
Fi s a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y thr ou g h
· expenditure moderation i s something·
the ESSA and the clubs must strive for.
However, to be successful it must be
done in a spirit of cooperation. Better
management of the current budgetary
system will achieve that goal without
gagging clubs into inactivity or oblivion.
That indeed is to everyone's interest,
especially the students.
For now, it is hoped that the president
of the ESSA will see· to it that club
budgets are allocated without further
delay.
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question with "Yes sir," Mr. Lorenz
countered by saying, "What do you
mean, 'Yes sir?'; do I look like your
father? My name is Mi-. Lorenz. Say
'Yes Mr. Lorenz' from now on!"
After the demonstration, Mr. Lorenz
admitted to setting Mr. Jakobsen up by
not preparing him for that type of
interview. But then no oµe knows what
w expect when they walk into an
interviewer's office. Mr. Lorenz told the
audience that although he tried his best
to shake him, the interviewee, Mr.
Jakobsen did an admirable job.
Questions and answers about the
interview followed. Mr. Lorenz advised
everyone that should' it appear that the
interviewer is getting or .is inattentive,
the interviewee should pause for a few
long seconds to get the interviewer's
attention back. Also, he advised never- to
ask que!;,tions that the interviewer will
not be able to answer; he may feel
awkward or trapped, and you may have
lost your chance. When Mr. Jakobsen
was asked how he felt about the
experience, he_ said he would not waf!t0_to
work for a company that employed an
interviewer such as Mr. Lorenz
portrayed. To this Mr. Lorenz replied
that by walking out or not considering
that firm, you would be voiding an
opportunity to work there alto�ether.
"Don't judge an entire company on that
one iI)dividual - see how others in the
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camera zooming in for close-ups, and a
room filled with a standing-room only
crowd, the pressure they had to face was
compounded. Mr.. Rivas' interview was
also critiqued. With questions from the
audience, Mr. Lorenz was able to advise
the audience on proper and improper
responses to questions. Mr. Rivas had
mentioned dissatisfaction with his last
college..Mr. Lorenz pointed out that
being too specific as to why you didn't
lik_e your last job, boss, or school could
have an adverse, effect on the interview.
The Student · Development Center
company are, before deciding against videotaped these mock interviews so
them." The important thing to do, Mr. that they may be used as illustrations in
Lorenz· advised, is to keep on thinking the future to students who wish to see
throughout the interview, "Survive, what they could expect on an interview.
Survive, Survive."
Also, the tape will be used as an
The next candidate, Mr. Robert Rivas, invaluable teaching aid for· the student
was fortunate enough to be subjected to peers who will participate in the ·
the unstructured type of interview, in program. All students present at this
which he w.as allowed to tell the seminar were encouraged to make
interviewer about himself. There was no appointments with the Center to be
pressure £his time, only encouraging and videotaped themselves so that they
positive responses from
could see the mistakes, if any, that t}ley
the interviewer. Mr. Lorenz was very may make at a real interview.
attentive, and appeared interested in
The Evening· Session Student
everything Mr. Rivas had to say. At one Assembly plans to run many mo�e
point he even got into a discussion about· seminars in its "Career Development
his own experiences as they related to Series". With the assistance of the
something on Mr. Rivas' resume. Th.e : Career Guidance and Placement Office,
candidate was given the opportunity to which supplied many materials, such as
sell himself, which he did quite well. The guides to resume writing, cover letters,
inte_rviewer did not smoke this time, nor · and employment opportunity
did he ask antagonistic questions. He handbooks, the Student Assembly
answered all the candidates questions hopes to be able to present programs
fully, and allowed Mr. Rivas to finish all needed· for a students career
his answers. The interview went development while still at schoo[ The
smoothly, with little pressure, and a lot Student Development Center supplied
of positive feedback from the copies of the textbook being used in
in terviewer. This, Mr. Lorenz their Career "ourse: The Road To
emphasiz<:id, is how most 'interviews are Employment - A Job Search Survival
done. The first interview was done to Manual. They have also printed·
illustrate the worst kind of interview pamphlets on each major being offered
students could face, and what to do if at Baruch, which outline jobs available
t h e y encounter one. Me also in that major, -opportunities, and
congratulated Mr. Jakobsen and Mr. sources of :further information. These
Rivas for their excellent interviews. may be picked up at the Center, on the
With the ¥resence of a video-tape 17th floor of 360 PAS, or in the Evening
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Session Student Assembly Office, room
509, fifth floor of the 26th street
building.
Attendance at "The Interview and
You" seminar was excellent and Mr.
Lorenz from Arthur Anderson was
received enthusuastically · by the
students who attended, who were both
day and evening. Based on the success
of this seminar, tentative programs have
been announced for future seminars. Mr.
Arther Ackerman, Vice President of
Corporate Training at the brokerage
firm of E.F. Hutton will speak soon, as
well as Herbert Bienstock, former
presidential advisor and .well-known
economist,. who will speak on careers
and job opportunities at present and in
the future. Specific dates and times will
be announced. If you missed the seminar
"The Interview and You", you missed a
truly educational program. The future
promises to be just as good.
Part-time Secretary Needed
Work on campus, 5:00-9:00 PM, M-Th
Salary: $4.50 an hour
Some typing, filing, answering phone
Please apply at:
The Evening Session Student
Assembly Office
Room 509, 26th _St. Building,
M-Th, 5:00-7:00 PM
rhe· J;>irectQr of Evening Student
Se�ces Office
Room 525-529, 26th St. Building,
. M-Th, 3:30-9:30 PM
Telephone # 725-3385

COUNT
DOWN
FOR.THE
COUNT
Friday
November 20th
Baruch College
Auditorium
8:30 P.M.
Tickets- still available
at Student Center
Presented by the
Alumni Association
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·'world War II era, it was required_of all
Anthropologists to study some non
Western groups. This took Dr. Eames..to
India where he studied villages and
migrants. More recently he-returned to
do work with Distdct A dmini
strators-human relics of the British
past. Presently he is studying psychic
readers." "I have visited many psychic
readers. I am interested in the world in
which they live, what makes people
come to them, who comes to them and
by whom are these peo' ple referred.''

Professor Eames reads no braille and
goes to his class lecturing from memory
rather than notes. "This is not very
hard. After all, I have been teaching for
twenty-five years." he explained. His
tests are usually made up of short
answers or multiple choices. The exam
papers are read to him by his wife or a
hired help and then he grades them. ,
When asked about his recreation, Professor Eames said, "Believe it or not I
love card·s." He plays poker religiously
every Friday night with his old
colleagues from Temple University. "In
poker I am at a disadvantage as I am
not able to read Ehe other players card.
However, a good .dealer will call the
cards," he explained. On Wednesday
nights he plays Pinochle. Here, he has
better luck in that under good condi-·
tions he can glimpse his cards since he
still has shape perception. "At times I
go to the <;asinos,_like in Atlantic City
and loose my money," he added. He
reads, or rather, listens to novels and
magazines but the process·, he says is
much longer.
Phyllis and Edwin have three
childreri. There is a son who has
graduated from law school, a daughter

DEMPSEY ...

attempt to develop a computer system
which starts with a- small core of
intelligence and develops intelligence in
such a way· as to exhibit the stages of
dev!lloprnent observed in children by the
Swiss psychologist Piaget. This took
him seven ye;:irs.
The Douglaston resident prefers a
white cane ratJ:ier than a seeing-eye dog.
"A dog would be an incumberance and
an inconvenience rather than a
convenience to me," he stated. He gets
arou:rid fine with his cane and it has also
heiped him to realize, according to him,
that New Yorkers are very p.ice, warm
and friendly. He says that they are
always ready and eager to help him.
Married since 1974, _Dr. Dempsey
spends a lot of time playing with his five
year old daughter Elizabeth. his wife
Marie, ·wh�m he met· while at the
to cope with blindness and my University of Pennsylvania, is a
dissertation-the topic of which I had registeved nurse and also does duties
zero background," he explained. Dr. . with the Naval Reserve. A relatively
Dempsey stated that reading was very new professor, a· lot of what would be
difficult so at times he had to get hejp to leisure time is spent ·,preparing for_
read. This involved even paying hired classes. Sometimes he listens to novels
help. The thesis for his doctorate was: which can be had from the National
Problems; Production And Piaget; A. Library for the Blind and Visually
Developmental Approach To Artificial
Impaired. "Alas," he reminisced, "I
Intelligence. In essence ft was an have had to give up my love for Science
continued from p. 1
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continued from p. 4

gradually disintegrated. At first Dr.
Eames, who now has only shape
. perception, was reluctant to believe that
his eyesight was really deteriorating.
When he began having frequent side
walk collision, he had to admit that his
vision was indeed impaired. With his
eyesight timely getting worse, he spent
a lot and did everything medically in an
effort to revert the disorder.There was a r�pid disintegration of the
eye tissues·while he was in India and on
his return in May 1981, he knew that
something had to be doQe about his
eyes. In August 1981, he became a
student once more: this time at The
Seeing Eye Incorporated in Morrison,
New Jersey where he spent a month
learning to handle his seeing eye dog
Perrier, a black •Labrador. "He is a very
smart dog," the Professor understated.
"In fact," he quipped, "he gets more out
of my classes than do some of my
students." He went to state, "Perrier
has added dimensi,;m to my life. He sees
obstacles that I can't see and he helps in
developing my confidence. It was
difficult and dangerous when I -used a cane. The mobility is not good."

who is married and a daughter in her
early teens. They .celebrated , their
thirtieth anni;versary on September 9th.
"This was a significant day in my life;"
he reminisced, "It was the day I took
Pernier home. He was not yet fully
adjusted to life away from the school
and so my wife_and I did not even go out
for dinner." When asked to say
something about his friend, Professor
Storer, Chairman of the Department
remarked, "Ed is a splendid scholar."
1973 saw· him presenting his first
major work, Urban Poverty in a cross
cu_ltural context.- This was followed by
Anthropology of the City in 1977. _In
1980, he co-edited with Professor
Serran, The New Ethics: Asian Indians
in the United States. The fourth,
Cultural Anthropology will be out in a
month. The -ra·vorite work·of the young
looking golden-ager however, is an
article he wrote back in 1965. It was
titled "The Socio-Cultural Context of an
Italian-American dietary item." This
paved the 'way for what is now kpown as
the Submarine Sandwich or Hero.
Just after -1970 he was diagnosed as
having ;Retinosis Pigmentosis which: is a
degenerative eye disorder. His eyesight

Fiction Novels as I get hooked on them perception, went to Delawai;e for the
and ·would spend an eternity listening to year and returned to Bamch last
summer where along with Dr. Ryan, he
them."
After gaining his new academic status taught programming to the visually
impaired
at a special summer workshop.
in 1979· from the University of
Pennsylvania, his eyesight was almost "The Baruch atmospher,e had a big
nil. Dr. Dempsey's big pr,edfaament was impact 0n me," he explained, "and I
that of career choice. "I bought the book really liked it from the. first instance."
Presently he teaches Statistics i35i'.7,
What Color Is Your Parachute by
Richard Bolles, a book · J strongiy 2357 and 2358. Dr. Dempsey goes to the
recommend for all students, and it was first two classes, 1357 and 2357,
as a result of reading this that I decided basically relying on his memory. For the
on teaching," he· remarked. His first · third, he makes use of his graduate
teaching assignment was at a small assistant because "the examples of
college in Delaware in ·September of 2358, the second Cobalt course, are very
1980.� Before this, however, during the lengthy and heavy for the memory."
months of April through August 1980, One difficulty he has in the classroom is
the. soft spoken professor worked as a writing on lhe board. "At. times I
Project Director at Baruch's Center for scribble over what I have already
the Visually Impaired located on the 26 written so I usually ask the students to
Street campus. The project involved guide me. Incidentally, I have now
using a mini-computer with--a digitizer found out that magnets' placed 0n the
as an input device and a milling machine board can be of great •help also," he
as an output device to produce raised explained. "At other times," he
line copies of items, maps and charts. continued, "I give handouts and we go
During this period a suggestion was through them together." Knowing little
made with regards to his teaching braille, Dr. Dempsey gets his texts pre
recorded on cassettes from Recordings
fulltime at Baruch.
B u t , h a v ing h a d a p r e v i o u s for the Blind, free of cost.
commitment with Delaware for a year,
Dr. Dempsey who now has only light
1

$STRETCHING...
Elimination of grace periods- - Most
banks still give you a month to pay for
new purchases before charging interest.
(You lose that grace period if you have
any unpaid balance. And interest is
charged immediately on cash advances.)
"The end of grace periods is inevitable
because · of the high cost of money," says
Slater.

About Your Health

Some easy suggestion for good health.
1) Keep the mind mentally alert;

2) Form good eating habits-eat
well-balanced meals and watch your
weight;
3) Exercise regularly and get the
proper amount of sleep;
4) Visit your doctor and dentist
annually.
5)" Select clothing that accentuates
your body and figme-dress for the
occasion;
6) Sharpen your mental capacity by
reading good books-you may want to
enroll in a course to improve skills or to
learn a new one;

7) Develop.a sense of humor and look
for the brighter side of !ife; maintain a
good disposition and be flexible;
8) Follow a routine for ease in
tackling daily' chores;
9) Participate in civic activity by
joining such groups as neighborhood
block assoc., club, PTA, or church group
doing things for others lifts your spirit
and makes ydu feel worthwhile;
10) Include forms of recreation/
entertainment on your social agenda.
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Through the Eyes of Bob Marley.
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by Esmond Scott
To · err is human and to forgive is
divine so we should leave those who
have erred to the ever-forgiving
Almighty. The people I am referring to
is those who have accused Robert
Marley of being a politician or having
special political affiliations. During 1976
when fevers ran high in Jamaica and a
State of Emergency was instilled, four of
Marley's records were banned as being
too political. Marley was not a politician.
In fact he was anti-politics as it tended
to regulate and shift the natural order of
things as created by God with all men
being born equal. He was concerned
with the vices of politics and the reper
cussions it had on the world be it Demo
cracy, Socialism, Communism or all
other cracies and .isms.
Surprisingly enough, Robert Marley
was not always aware of politics and its
reprisals especially among the fanatics.
One night, towards the end of 1976, he
was almost killed in an ambush at his
home. Those who came to kill him saw
him as a supporter of Michael Manley's
People's National Party which was
going to be tested at the polls a couple
months after Bob's scheduled free
concert in a P.N.P.'s constituency. He_
was not a supporter of Manley nor the
then leader of the opposition-Edward
Seaga. He was merely a person who
opened his eyes and saw what was
happening around him. With a restless
ness uncharacteristic of those who have
seen too much unrighteousness, racism
and tribulation, he expounded it in
words and songs. He would not be
contained. His contention was to "let
righteousness cover the earth like the
water covers the sea" because there is so
much trouble in the world.
Most humans, not only politicians,
tend to close their eyes to situations and
conditions around them. Marley, a
devout Rastafarian and philanthropist
could not close his eyes because he knew
that human suffering especially among
blacks was too prolonged and perennial.
He found it very hard to see why there

AMERICAN
SOCIETY
FOR
PERSONNEL
ADMINIS
TRATION
Management Department
Baruch College
360 Park A venue South - Box 133
New York, New York 10010
Telephone: 725-3385

were privileged and underprivileged
people in the world especially when
there is so much talk of advancement in
a changing world. In one of his songs he
proclaimed that "from the very day we
left our father's land we have been
trampled on" and sufferers all over t�e
world "have been trodding on the wine
press much too long." His hiibit of
speaking out too blatantly affected the
air play of many of his songs in the U.S.
and surprisingly, in the early years, in
Jamaica. He was definitely stepping on
the toes of the more· privileged and those
in power.
.
It seemed to him as if those in author
ity were only concerned with self-gain,
and the grand and lofty schemes and
ideas which made one race better than
the next and consequently one nation
greater than another. History has shown
us examples. The universal past-time of
the more privileged enslaving the less
privileged will forever remain with us.
The cotton fields of the South, the
Somerset case, the Oliver Cromwell's
Western Design, those in Ireland, the
· human cargo of the Triangular Trade,
the Rosa Parkes, the millions of
Israelites now enslaved by contempo
rary "Egyptians" and Babylonians and
South Africa can attest to this. On the
album fittingly entitled Survival, Bob
wrote the song:
So ·much trouble in the world now
So much trouble in the world now
Bless my eyes this morning
Jah sun is on the rise once again
The way earthly things are going
Anything can happpen
You see men sailing on their ego
trips
Blast off on their spaceship
Million miles from reality
No care for you, no care for me
So much trouble in the wodd now
So much trouble in the world now

All you got to do is give a little
Give a little, give a little
So you thing you have found
The solution
But it's just another illusion
So before you check out you tide
Don't leave another cornerstone
Standing there behind
We've got to face the day
Ooh-we come what may
We the street people talking
We the people struggling
Now they are sitting on a time
bomb
Now I know the time has come
What goes on up is coming on
· down
Goes around arid comes around
So much trouble in the world now.
Marley saw unrighteousness at the
core of most of the trouble in the world.
Granted it takes all sorts to make up
this world but it must have taken the
big whigs in society to have made up the
great opposites. The opposite of rich is
poor and that of privileged is unprivi
leged. The structure of the system has
so deemed it that there must be living

proof that this is indeed so. liypotheti

cally , for every rich man there are 100
poor men. Yet every man's aspirations is

to accede to the heights he sees many
reach in the world-the heights he
visualizes in his daydreams. But, the
system as is, stifles him and the oppo
sites continue in a long chain which
most of us have come to accept and
seeing all this, he sang:
The Babylon System is a vampire
Sucking the blood of the
sufferers ..
. Tell the children the truth!

im�gery of trying to leave the reality
around us everyday. He was definitely
not against man's broadening his
horizons. Our priority is on earth. It is
very clear that for every White House
there is a South Bronx and Mississippi,
for every Saudi Arabia .there are scores
of Haitis, .for every Zimbabwe there is a
Namibia and Azania and for every
aspiring black there is a member of the
K,K.K.
When we were in the first grade at
school and even Sunday 'School they
taught us that the sun rises in the east
and sets in the West. This is indisput
able. When we were kids we were all too
happy to see the night pass and sun once
more mysteriously rise in the East.
Having gone through the heterogeneous
process of learning, Bob realized that
the sun is not always a welcome sight for
the poor, underprivileged, oppressed,
abused, afflicted and victimized. For

them it means another day is coming

which adds up to yet another day of
hardships and failure. For some, the sun
does not always come out tomorrow
because:
They make their world so hard
You gotta keep on fighting
They make their world so hard
Everyday the people are dying
From hunger and starvation
It dread, it dread, it dread.
(One drop: Bob Marley)
Next Issue: His views on War.

Marley's reference to those blasting
off in a space ship not only directly
refers to astronauts going to the moon
while millions suffer on earth, but to the

A Letter. from the
President
This year we intend to expand on the
aforementioned topics, with expected
events such as; COMPUTERS IN BUSI
Yes, it's time again for ASPA's third NESS AND.PERSONNEL; MINORI
annual champagne open house. If you TIES IN BUSINESS; and even A CITYwere with us last year, you witnessed . WIDE ASPA SEMINAR.
such events as: WOMEN IN BUSI
NESS: STARTING YOUR OWN BUSI To make this year a total success for
NESS; AND HUMAN RESOURCE ASPA and the Baruch Community, we
AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. would like to invite dedicated students
Some of the notable speakers were: THE who want to expand.their horizons, to our
INCOM P A R A B L E FL ORENCE open house on NOVEMBER 7, 1981, and
KENNEDY, WOMEN'S ACTIVIST; to become ASPA members throughout
GLORIA MELNICK, PRESIDENT OF tqe year. it's never too late to get ahea(
THE WOMEN'S BANK IN N.Y.; DE
PUTY COMMISSIONER EMERY
Hope to see you there
JACKSON; AND LLOYD THORNER,
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL, CON
Alan Strauss
TINENTAL GRAIN OF N.A.

Dear Baruch Students:

P.S. L O O K FOR O UR FL YERS
AROUND THE SCHOOL, AND SEE
OUR ADVERTISEMENT ON THE
BACK PAGE OF THIS NEWSPAPER.
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CAMPUS ANNOUNCEMENTS-
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Faculty Service Award Nominations
CUNY Gr·aduate
School Open House

Nominations are being solicited from faculty, staff, and students for the Alumni
Association's Faculty Service Award .for outstanding service to students.outside
regular faculty duties. The award will be presented at Mid-year Convocation. The
chairperson of the Awards Committee is Ms. Cynthia Leslie '77. Nominations
should be made on the coupon below and submitted by November 23.

10th Anniversary
Fall 1981
A Two-Day Graduate Studies Fair
BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Minority students and persons
FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
interested in career advancement-did
17. LEXINGTON AVENUE, BOX 280
you know you can enter a Ph.D. program
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010
with a Bachelor's Degree?*
Explore educational opportunities
Nomination Form
with eight graduate schools at one
location: The Graduate School and
Full
name
and
rank
of
nominee
. • .
University Center, CUNY · Third Floor
Studio 33 West ·42nd Street (between
Department of nopiinee
Fifth Avenue and Avenue of the
N o v e m b e r 2 BLACK AND
Americas). ·
I
HISPANIC SOLIDARITY DAY
Name and title of individual making nomination
Thursday and Friday
Panel Discussion: Educational Polley
November 12th and 13th
�
Oak Lounge 10-11:30 a.m.
eet graduate school faculty and
Luncheon: Keynote Spkr. Dr. John
administrators from: .
Henrik Clarke Chrmn. of the Black
Address.. .- .
Brown University-Providence, R.I.
·studies Dept. at Hunter.
Cornell University-Ithaca, N.Y.
Faculty Lounge - 522 in the 24th St.
Phone (home)
.. Date Submitt_ed .
The Graduate School, CUNY-New
Bldg. 12:30-2 p.m.
York, N.Y.
Panel Discussion: Community and
Criteria:
Harvard University-Cambridge, Mass.
Politics Oak Lounge 2:15-4 p.m.
Howard University-Washington, D.C.
, Cultural Event: Music, poetry, etc.
I-. Th,e services provided by the faculty nominee should provide
Princeton University-Princeton, N.J.
4 South 5-7 p.m..
an inspiration for student emulation and appreciation.
University of Pennsl ania-Phila., Pa.
November 4 Panel Discussion: Reagan
2. The services rendered should be above and beyond the faculty
� St. ·Louis, Mo.-·
Washington lJniversity
and
the Effects of his Administration on
member's regular responsibilities.
Most schools listed of r financial aid
"Minorities." 23rd St. Auditorium
3. The services to the students and/or the college should -have
at funding levels from $3,000 to $5,000
4-7 p.m.
taken place over a continuous period of years.
for qualified applicants.
November 5 Panel Discussion:
4. The services to the students and/or the college may have taken
Program Highlights
Administrations's Policy Toward Africa
place on or off campus.
Thursday, November 12th, 1:30-8:00 p. m.
and the "Third World."
Panel Discussion on Economic Impact
4 South 3-6 p.m.
Basis for nominations: (Briefly but in more than one or two words describe how the
of a Ph.D. Degree
November 6 Films
nominee meets each of the above criteria.)
Student Panel "Like It Is": How.1 to
Oak Lounge 3-6 p.m.
Succeed and Achieve in Graduate
Reception Oak Lounge 6-10 p.m.
School
\
Sponsored by:
Friday, November 13th, 1:30-8:00 p.m.
ClubN.Y.
' Luxury Productions
Faculty/Student Adn:µssion Interview
P.R.I.D.E.
Jazz Society
(Simulation)
B.L.A.C.K.
Vanguard
Any other comments you may wish to make:
How Graduate Schools Distribute
NABA
Carribbean Students Assoc.
\
Financial Aid
West Indian Cultural Club
Rap Session with Enrolled Minority
Black and Hispanic Caucus
Group Students (Both Evenings)
Applications, brochures and catalogs
from each school will be available.
Note: Ple_ase feel free to continue on any additional pages.
For information write or call:
Dean K. Harrison, Coordinator
year. Winners will be known as Zeller
Office of Expanded Educational
Scholars.
Opportunity
Applications, available through the
The Graduate School, CUNY
office of the Dean of Stude,;,ts, ROOIT\
33 West 42nd Street
1702, 360 P.A.S. Applications must be
New York, NY 10036
filed by December 7th, 1981.
(212) 790-4242
The Fund was created by the
*Seniors · interested in. Fall 1982
Professional Staff C_ongress-CUNY to
admission should start application
The Trustees ·of the Belle Zeller honor Belle Zeller, its first president. In
process by mid-October.
Scholarship Trust Fund announce the formally establishing the Belle Zeiler Madison Square Garden will once again
· - opening of applications for candidates Scholarship Trust Fund, the union offer a special discount for both high
wishing to be considered for Belie Zeiler praised Dr. Zeller for her contributions school and college students during the
Scholarship -awards. Scholarships of to the scholarship and practice of 1981-82 Sports and Entertainment
$1,000 will.be awarded annually to City legislative lobbying, to higher education season.
A high school or college identification
University undergraduates entirely on . and to faculty unionism.
the basis of merit. Applicants must have
Dr. Zeller herself received her card is all you require to obtain special
completed a minimum of sixteen credits bachelor's de�ee from Hunter College rates for numerous events including all
Editor, reporters ·and staff needed for. at any branch ofCUNY with an index of where she subsequently began h_er New York Knickerbockers' home games
The Graduate Voice, the publication of 3. 75 or more. Candidates must also teaching career. She received her during the 1981-82 season.
A Student I.D. card will enable you to
the Graduate Student Assembly of submit three letters of recommendation master's degree (1926) and her doctorate
Baruch College. Applicants will be attesting to their academic performance (1937) from Columbia University: She obtain tickets to College Basketball
was
among
the
first
instructors
in
the
games,
the National Horse Show, Volvo
and
service
to
the
college,
university
trained in all facets of publication.
faculty of Brooklyn College (1930), Masters Tennis, Ics Capades, Track &
Graduate students preferred, but and/or community.
All applications will be screened and where she spent most of her professional Field events and Avon Women's Tennis
undergraduates (day or evening) will
also be considered. -Apply at: Office of finalists will be interviewed by a life. Dr. Zeller is currently president Championships.
Tickets must be purchased on the day
Evening and Graduate Student committee of the Trustees or their emeritus, executive officer and
Services, Room 527, 46 East 26th designees. Awards will be announced by legis-Iative representative of the of the event and are subject to ticket
Profession�
Staff
Congress.
availability
at that time.
April 1st, 1982 for the 1982-83 academic
Street. Immediate openings.
I

Belle Zeller
Scholarship Trust
Fund

Attention Writers!!

Black and Hispanic
Solidarity Week

Madison-Square
Garden Offers
Student Discount
Plan
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�pplication for Election
to Beta Gamma Sigma
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ACADEMIC .REQUIREMENTS
FOR ELECTION TO
BETA GAMMA SIGMA
I. Undergraduates (B.B.A. Majors)

I hereby apply for membership in Beta Gamma Sigma. I have the following
academic record:
1. Credits completed at Baruch (with letter grades)

Grade.Point Average ___________

____ _ _ _ _
_

2. Credits completed at Baruch without letter grades (pass/fail basis)
___
TRANSFER STUD.ENTS SHOULD ALSO COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
3. Total credits completed at Baruch College ________

1. Credits completed at other colleges with letter grades -----�---

Grade Point Average ________

____________

2. Credits completed at other colleges with letter grades -------�3. Total credits completed at other colleges ___________ _.__
· 4. Name(s) of other college(s) attended _______________

GRADUATE STUDENTS SHOULD ALSO COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
1. Undergraduate degree (degree, school and year)-�..,_--------

2. Undergraduate G.P.A. ___________________
********
Name ------------:--------------Address ------- --------�---- ---
Telephone#

1. Graduates who have completed all of their college

credits at Baruch:

··

2. Upper Seniors who have completed all of their college
credits at Baruch, consisting of 111-128 credits:
3. Lower Seniors who have completed all of their college
credits at Baruch, consisting of 94-110 credits:

Grade P�int Average

I

3.4 br ·higher*
3.4 or higher*
3.5 or higher*

4. Upper Juniors who have completed all of their college
credits at Baruch, consisting of 78-93 credits:

3.�·or higher*
5: Transfer students (undergraduates, and graduates of
the last graduating class) who have completed at least
three semesters at Baruch (exclusively of summer
sessions) and at least 45 credits at·Baruch, with a G.P.A.
of 3.5 or higher, and an overall G.P.A. for all college
3.5 or higher*
_
. credits Qf:
*Grade point averages are calculated on letter grades only. Credits taken.by students
which do not have a letter grade (A, B, etc.) will not be counted in computing the G.P.A.
Thus, a student who has completed 105 credits which include 5 credits of P (for Pass) will
have his or her Grade Point Average computed on the basis of 100 credits.
, II: Graduate Stu�ents (M�A and Ph.D.)
1. Graduate students who are candidates for master's
degrees, with the major field of study in business, and
have satisfied all the requirements for the degree_ except
the thesis course:

_Grade Point Average

3.8 dr higher*

2. Graduate students who are candida� for doctoral
degrees, with the major field of study in busin�ss, and
have satisfied all the requirements for the degree except
3.8 or higher*
the thesis course:
Submit this application before November 12, 1981 to Professor Gregei,, Secretar,y ofiBeta
Gamma Sigma. Applications may be hand delivered to his office (Room 1747, 360 Rark
Avenue South building), or addressed to him at Box 304 in the central mailroom at 17
Lexington Avenue.

Do You Qualify for Beta Gantina Sigma?
Professor Leonard Lakin, President of
the Baruch College Chapter of Beta
Gamma Sigma and Chairman of the Law
Department, has announced th-at
elections to the National Business
Honor Society will be held this.semester.
Applications for membership will be
considered from Upper Juniors, Lower
Seniors and Upper Seniors (Day and
Evening), as well as graduate students,

who are majoring in business and meet
the eligibility requirements set forth
below. The deadline for submitting
applications is November 12, 1981.
Election to Beta Gamma Sigma is
nationally recognized as the highest
academic honor conferred on students of
business in American· colleges and
universities. '.fhe eligibility require-

ments, which include superior .scholar
ship, integrity, character and.promise of
professional development, parallel those
for election to Phi Beta Kappa in liberal
arts colleges.
Students who meet the scholarship
requir. e ments listed below should
complete and return the membership
application to Professor Irving Greger,

Secretary of Beta Gamma Sigma (and
Director of Orientatiol} and Special
Programs, Department of Student
Personnel Services). Beta Gamma
Sigma will hold its elec.tion meeting in
December, and elected' students will be
notified by letter. Students elected in
the fall and spring terms will be formally
inducted at the annual dinner in M_ay.
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A TOAST TO.THE FUTURE
BARUCH CHAPTER OF A.S.P.Ae
- PRESENTSITS
.
\

CHAMPAGNE "O
PEN ·HOUSE
\
Friday Nov. 6198i
6 p.m.

***

***

Oak Lounge

137 East 22nd St.
Student Center

PROGRAM: Tools for Getting a Job: Resumes and Interviews
-�

"What Recruiters Look For"
"National A.S.P.A."

OPENING ADDRESS:
'

'

Welcome to'ASPA Spokeswoman from National ASPA
•

ALL ARE WELCOME
, American Society For Personnel Administration

I

.

